Effects of thymosin β4 on a rat model of severe acute pancreatitis
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Abstract. The aim of the present study was to investigate the effects of thymosin β4 on a rat model of severe acute pancreatitis (SAP) induced by sodium taurocholate (STC) and the underlying mechanism. SAP was induced by the retrograde infusion of 5% STC (1 ml/kg) into the bile-pancreatic duct. In certain rats, thymosin β4 (30 mg/kg) was administered intraperitoneally 30 min prior to the infusion of STC. The severity of pancreatitis was evaluated by the measurement of serum amylase, lipase, tumor necrosis factor-α, interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6 and myeloperoxidase (MPO) levels, and histological grading. Nuclear factor (NF)-κB activation was evaluated by immunohistochemistry and western blot analysis. Intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1 protein expression in the pancreas was studied using western blot analysis. Prophylactic administration of thymosin β4 was found to attenuate serum amylase and lipase activity and the serum concentrations of proinflammatory cytokines. In addition, it attenuated pathological pancreatic injury, pancreatic MPO activity, and the activation of NF-κB and ICAM-1 in the pancreas. These results suggest that thymosin β4 exerts a protective effect against STC-induced pancreatic injury.

Introduction

Acute pancreatitis is an inflammatory disease of the pancreas characterized by acute abdominal pain and increased concentrations of serum amylase and lipase. In the majority of cases, it runs a mild course without complications. However, ~25% patients develop severe acute pancreatitis (SAP), which may result in systemic inflammatory response syndrome and subsequent multiple organ dysfunction syndrome, and the mortality rate is up to 40% (1,2). In recent years, many investigators have attempted to reveal the pathogenesis of acute pancreatitis; however, the exact mechanisms are not well understood. Accumulating evidence indicates that SAP is closely associated with tissue injury and microcirculation disorders resulting from the production of proinflammatory cytokines and mediators, including tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6 and intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1 (3,4). In addition, studies have shown that acute pancreatitis can lead to activation of the nuclear factor (NF)-κB signaling pathway (5,6). Therefore, reducing the levels of proinflammatory cytokines and adhesion molecules to block the inflammatory cascade may be a valid treatment strategy for acute pancreatitis.

Thymosin β4 is a highly conserved polypeptide that was originally isolated from bovine thymus gland extract in 1981 (7). Thymosin β4 contains 43-amino acid residues with a molecular weight of 4964.5 Da and an isoelectric point of 4.6 (8). It is widely distributed in many tissues and cell types and is found in high concentrations in blood platelets, macrophages and white blood cells, but not in red blood cells (9). The most prominent physiological role of thymosin β4 as the major actin-sequestering peptide contributes to the regulation of actin polymerization in mammalian nucleated cells (10). There is growing evidence that thymosin β4 has numerous biological functions in addition to actin binding and sequestration. It has been shown to downregulate a number of key inflammatory mediators (e.g., IL-1β and TNF-α) and decreases the infiltration of inflammatory cells (11-14). Thymosin β4 has also been found to reduce inflammation by inhibiting the activation of NF-κB in TNF-α-induced cells (15,16). A number of studies have suggested that thymosin β4 is capable of promoting new blood vessel formation via stimulating the differentiation and directional migration of endothelial cells (17,18). These activities of thymosin β4 play an important role in dermal and corneal wound healing and in recovery from acute myocardial infarction and traumatic brain injury (11,19-21).

However, whether thymosin β4 is effective in alleviating inflammatory response and pancreatic tissue injury in SAP has not yet been elucidated. The present study investigated the effect of thymosin β4 on pancreatic injury following SAP, to identify whether it could be a good candidate for attenuating the severity of SAP.

Materials and methods

Animals. Adult male SPF Sprague-Dawley rats (weight, 200-250 g) were obtained from the Center for Animal Experiments of Wuhan University (Wuhan, China). All rats were housed in an animal care facility with a 12 h light/dark cycle and fed with standard commercial diets and water.
ad libitum. Experimental procedures were approved by the ethics committee of Wuhan University and performed in accordance with the principles of the 1983 Declaration of Helsinki.

**Rat model of SAP.** Rats were fasted for 12 h prior to the experiment, but had free access to water. All rats were subjected to the induction of anesthesia in a closed chamber with 4% isoflurane (Abbott Laboratories, Shanghai, China) in 2 l/min oxygen, and were maintained under anesthesia for surgery with 2% isoflurane in 2 l/min oxygen. The SAP rat model was elicited by a standardized retrograde infusion of 1 ml/kg body weight 5% sodium taurocholate (STC) solution (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) into the bile-pancreatic duct. Saline (20 ml/kg) was injected into the back subcutaneously to compensate for the fluid loss following the surgery.

**Experimental design.** The rats were randomly divided into three groups as follows: i) STC + thymosin β4 group (Tβ4 group, n=24). Thymosin β4 (GL Biochem Ltd., Shanghai, China; 30 mg/kg) was dissolved in saline at a concentration of 3 mg/ml and was administered intraperitoneally 30 min prior to STC infusion. ii) STC + saline (SAP group, n=24). Prior to the induction of SAP, rats in this group received saline by intraperitoneal injection. iii) Sham-operated group (SO group, n=24). In this group, rats were treated with sham surgery (the pancreas and duodenum were flipped a number of times) instead of STC infusion. Similar doses of thymosin β4 have been demonstrated to exert neuroprotective and neurorestorative effects in experimental models of traumatic brain injury (22).

Rats in the three groups were sacrificed at 3, 6 and 12 h after treatment (n=8 per group at each time-point). Blood samples were collected by intracardiac puncture at the respective time-points in the three groups. Samples were centrifuged at 3,000 x g for 15 min, and the serum was stored at -20°C for subsequent biochemical and cytokine measurements. Following sacrifice, tissue from the head of the pancreas was harvested and fixed in 4% phosphate-buffered formaldehyde for histopathological observation. The remaining part of the pancreas was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C for assay.

**Histopathological examination.** For histological analysis, paraffin-embedded pancreatic tissues were sliced to a thickness of 4 µm and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). The morphology of the pancreatic tissues was evaluated and documented by two experienced pathologists who were blinded to the experiment. Pancreatic histological assessment was scored for the severity of pancreatitis based on edema, inflammatory cell infiltrate and hemorrhage, and acinar necrosis according to the scale described by Schmidt et al (23).

**Serum amylase (AMY) and lipase (LIP) assays.** Serum AMY and LIP levels were measured using standard techniques with a fully automatic chemistry analyzer (Olympus AU2700 Chemistry-Immuno Analyzer; Olympus Inc., Tokyo, Japan).

**Measurement of inflammatory mediators and cytokines.** The serum concentrations of TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6 were measured in units of pg/ml by the use of commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits (eBioscience Ltd., Vienna, Austria). The absorbance was read by an automated microplate ELISA reader (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA) and concentrations were calculated by the standard curve run on each assay plate. All samples were measured in duplicate.

**Myeloperoxidase (MPO) determination.** Neutrophil infiltration in the pancreas was quantitated by MPO activity. MPO activity was measured photometrically with 3,3',5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine as a substrate, and the reaction was initiated by adding hydrogen peroxide to the medium. The MPO activity assay was performed with a commercial kit according to the manufacturer's instructions (Nanjing Jiangcheng Bioengineering Institute, Nanjing, China).

**Immunohistochemistry assay.** Pancreatic tissue sections were obtained from paraffin-embedded tissues. Sections of 4 µm thickness were deparaffinized with xylene, and 0.3% hydrogen peroxide was used to inactivate endogenous peroxidase activity. Sections were incubated in 5% normal goat serum diluted in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Endogenous biotin and avidin binding sites were blocked by avidin and biotin, respectively. The sections were incubated overnight with rabbit polyclonal anti-rat NF-κB p65 antibody (1:100; C22B4; Cell Signaling Technology, Inc., Danvers, MA, USA) in a humidity chamber at 4°C, then counterstained with hematoxylin. Negative control experiments were performed in which PBS was used instead of primary antibody.

**Western blot analysis.** Pancreatic NF-κB p65, IκBα and ICAM-1 levels at 12 h after STC infusion were determined by Western blot analysis. Cyttoplasmic and nuclear proteins were extracted using the Nuclear-Cytosol Extraction kit (Applygen Technologies Inc., Beijing, China). Concentrations of protein in the samples were evaluated by the Bradford method with bovine serum albumin as a standard. Equal amounts of protein samples were electrophoresed using 8% sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and then transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. Non-specific binding was blocked with 5% skimmed milk in Tris-buffered saline and 0.1% Tween 20 (TBST) buffer at room temperature for 2 h. The cytoplasmic proteins were incubated with primary antibodies of rabbit polyclonal anti-rat inhibitor of κB (I-κB)α antibody (1:1,000; sc-371; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Dallas, TX, USA), actin antibody (1:2,000; sc-130656; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) and ICAM-1 antibody (1:1,000; sc-7891; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.). In addition, the nuclear proteins were incubated with rabbit polyclonal anti-rat NF-κB p65 (1:1,000; C22B4; Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.) and histone H3 antibody (1:1,000; sc-10809; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) overnight at 4°C. Following extensive rinsing with TBST, the blots were incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:5,000; Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford, IL, USA) for 1 h at room temperature, and developed with the use of an electrochemiluminescent reagent (Immobilon Western HRP Substrate; EMD Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA) and images.
were captured on light-sensitive imaging film (Kodak, Rochester, NY, USA). The protein bands were quantified by densitometry using Quantity One 4.5.0 software (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Richmond, CA, USA).

Statistical analysis. Data was analyzed using SPSS statistical software, version 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). All data are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation. Data were compared between all groups by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). A two-tailed P-value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Analysis of serum AMY and LIP levels. As shown in Fig. 1, the SAP group had significant increased serum AMY and LIP levels from 3 h to 12 h compared with those in the SO group (P<0.05). Compared with the SAP group, treatment with thymosin β4 prior to STC infusion significantly reduced the serum levels of AMY and LIP at each time-point (P<0.05).

Histopathological assay. Representative pathological sections of the pancreatic tissue are shown in Fig. 2A-C. In the SAP
group, massive areas of acinar necrosis accompanied by infiltration of inflammatory cells, vacuolization and hemorrhage were observed. Rats in the SO group showed little morphological evidence of pancreatic injury, with the exception of mild interstitial edema. As shown in Fig. 2D, the pancreatic histological score was significantly decreased in the Tβ4 group compared with the SAP group.

Analysis of serum proinflammatory cytokine levels and pancreatic MPO activity. Serum proinflammatory cytokine levels were analyzed to determine the effect of thymosin β4 on the inflammatory process of SAP. As illustrated in Fig. 3A-C, serum concentrations of IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF-α increased continuously with time. However, the increases in the concentrations of these cytokines following SAP were markedly decreased by the administration of thymosin β4 (P<0.05). Neutrophil infiltration in the pancreas was evaluated by the measurement of MPO activity after SAP. The MPO activity of the SAP group increased significantly at each time-point compared with that in the SO group (P<0.05). When administered prophylactically, thymosin β4 reduced MPO activity in the pancreatic tissue at 6 to 12 h compared with that in the SAP group (P<0.05; Fig. 3D).

Immunohistochemical analysis. To investigate the localization of NF-κB p65 expression, an immunohistochemical assay was conducted. In the SO group, NF-κB p65 was expressed mainly in the cytoplasm in pancreatic tissues (Fig. 4A). NF-κB p65 immunoreactivity was highly expressed in the nucleus following the administration of STC (Fig. 4B). However, a marked reduction in NF-κB p65 staining was observed in the cell nuclei with thymosin β4 pretreatment, and the staining increased in the cytoplasm (Fig. 4C).
NF-κB p65, IκBα and ICAM-1 protein expression. Fig. 5A and B shows that the expression of NF-κB p65 protein in the pancreas in the SAP group was higher than that in the SO group at 12 h. In the Tβ4 group, the NF-κB p65 protein was expressed at a much lower level than in the SAP group (P<0.05). Furthermore, the SAP group showed a significant reduction of pancreatic IκBα protein expression (Fig. 5D). As shown in Fig. 5C, the expression of pancreatic ICAM-1 protein in the SAP group was much higher than that in the SO group. However, ICAM-1 protein expression was much lower in the Tβ4 group than in the SAP group (P<0.05).

Discussion

Acute pancreatitis causes a release of various inflammatory mediators, attracts inflammatory cells to the vascular endothelium and induces the expression of adhesion molecules (1,24). Studies have shown that NF-κB plays a critical role in the development of acute pancreatitis (25,26). Therefore, intervention in NF-κB activation can eliminate the induced overexpression of proinflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6. As reviewed recently, thymosin β4 has clear anti-inflammatory and anti-septic shock activities (12,26). In addition, thymosin β4 can inhibit TNF-α-mediated NF-κB nuclear translocation and activation (15,16,27).

In the present study, the increased AMY and LIP levels in the SAP group and the elevated histopathological score of the pancreas indicate that pancreatic damage increased gradually following SAP, and that the SAP rat model was successfully induced. The results also demonstrate that the prophylactic administration of thymosin β4 alleviated the following: i) serum AMY and LIP levels; ii) pancreatic neutrophil infiltration; iii) pancreatic damage; iv) proinflammatory cytokine production; and v) activation of NF-κB and ICAM-1. These results indicate that pretreatment with thymosin β4 ameliorates the degree of SAP and exerts potent anti-inflammatory effects in rats.

Thymosin β4 has shown promising efficacy in animal models of various diseases, such as myocardial infarction, dermal wounds, multiple sclerosis, sepsis and endotoxemia (12,20,28-31). However, to the best of our knowledge, there have been no reports concerning thymosin β4 in the treatment of acute pancreatitis until now. The anti-inflammatory effect of thymosin β4 may be due to the inhibition of proinflammatory transcription factors such as NF-κB. Therefore, the present study was conducted to investigate the alleviating effect of thymosin β4 on pancreatic injury associated with SAP.

Previous studies have shown that the active RelA/p65 NF-κB subunit plays a critical role in the systemic inflammatory response in acute pancreatitis (32,33). NF-κB is normally inactive and resides in the cytoplasm, where it is sequestered by IκB (34). Upon stimulation, IκB kinase rapidly phosphorlates IκB proteins, which leads to their degradation.
and the release of active NF-κB. The released NF-κB translocates to the nucleus and activates the transcription of several important proinflammatory genes: TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6 and ICAM-1 (35,36). Inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6 play an important role in the early stage of acute pancreatitis and affect the outcome of the disease; in particular, they are thought to be a trigger of cascading inflammatory response and multiple organ failure in SAP (37-39). In the present study, the results also revealed an increase in the levels of these inflammatory cytokines after acute pancreatitis. Prophylactic administration of thymosin β4 markedly reduced their serum levels in rats. This illustrated that thymosin β4 is able to attenuate the inflammatory response in SAP. The results of immunohistochemistry detection indicated that NF-κB translocated from the cytoplasm into the nucleus in the pancreatic tissues upon activation during pancreatitis. Western blotting results demonstrated that the IκBα protein expression levels were reduced during pancreatitis, and that pretreatment with thymosin β4 inhibited the degradation of IκBα. These results demonstrate that thymosin β4 can inhibit NF-κB activation and attenuate pancreatic injury.

The infiltration of inflammatory cells into the pancreas is an early and central event in acute pancreatitis that promotes local damage and systemic complications (40). Studies have demonstrated that the sequestration of neutrophils plays a key role in the development of pancreatitis (41). Adhesion molecules such as ICAM-1 are upregulated in acute pancreatitis, and cause deleterious effects via neutrophil recruitment to the pancreas (42). For the optimum analysis of ICAM-1 activation, measurements were taken at the 12 h time-point, which coincides with the peak in serum cytokine levels. The results revealed that the expression of ICAM-1 was significantly increased in pancreatic tissue following STC infusion, and pretreatment with thymosin β4 markedly reduced the expression of ICAM-1 protein in the pancreas.

The increase of ICAM-1 expression in the pancreas correlated with an increase of leukocyte infiltration measured by MPO activity. MPO is a peroxidase enzyme produced by azurophilic granules in neutrophils, which has been used as a biomarker for neutrophil infiltration in studies of acute pancreatitis (42,43). In addition, MPO activity can reflect the severity of inflammation (43). MPO activity noticeably increased with the induction of pancreatitis, and the increase of pancreatic MPO activity indicated the progressive aggravation of pancreatic injury. The thymosin β4 treatment markedly reduced the increase in pancreatic MPO activity at 6 to 12 h after acute pancreatitis, which suggests a significant reduction in neutrophil infiltration into the pancreatic tissues. The finding that thymosin β4 markedly reduced neutrophil infiltration is consistent with a previous report demonstrating that treatment with anti-ICAM-1 antibody decreased leukocyte infiltration in pancreas and attenuated tissue damage (44).

In summary, the present study demonstrates that thymosin β4 attenuates the severity of pancreatic injury in acute pancreatitis, through inhibiting NF-κB activation and reducing the formation of proinflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6) and decreasing the expression of the adhesion molecule ICAM-1 and neutrophil infiltration. However, there are a number of limitations to this study. For example, the protective effect associated with thymosin β4 was not investigated in depth, and mechanism by which thymosin β4 inhibited the NF-κB signal pathway remains unclear. The present results may serve as a basis for further studies on the therapeutic potential of thymosin β4 in SAP.
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